
An inovative technology adaptable for all situations.



The Ecodomeo toilets are perfectly adaptable for seasonal use. Their usages 
is without limits and can be left for long periods of time without being used 
(several months).
A fifteen minute technical maintenance is recommended at the end of the 
season. At the beginning of the season, the toilets can be used immediately.

Touristic areas (campgrounds, waterfronts...)

New home or renovation

Ecodomeo offers dry toilet solutions for individual housing, with very simple 
upkeep, odorless and used like ‘regular flush toilets’.
These toilets allow a familly to economise up to 30 to 40 % on their water 
consumption while producing an excellent compost.

“The Ecodomeo toilets do not use 
water and are thus adaptable for 
all situations.”



With their modern design and advanced technologie, the Ecodomeo toilets 
propose a true alternative to regular water flushing tolets. Their utilisation and 
upkeep is the same as a classic toilet which reassures the client. The clients, 
in particular, appreciate the complete absence of odor. Their comfort and 
design make them extremely attractive.

Hotels and Guest Houses

In the mountains, a cabin, any building in high altitude

The Ecodomeo toilets do not use water and thus are perfectly immune to 
freezing or intensive cold. They are designed to compost fecal and toilet 
paper even over 2500 m in altitude. In the beginning of the season, a 15 
minute period of technical maintenance is recommended before usage.

“The Ecodomeo toilets are ‘dry toilets’ 
(no water necessary) 
adaptable for all situations.”



Ecodomeo propose des toilettes mobiles pour des utilisations sur des sites 
isolés ou des sites sensibles. C’est la solution idéale pour répondre aux besoins 
sanitaires lors d’événements, festivals, concerts... 

Les toilettes Ecodomeo s’utilisant comme des toilettes ordinaires, elles ne 
nécessitent pas d’explications particulières pour les utilisateurs. Un système de 
ventilation évite toute odeur dans les cabines.
Les modules de 2 toilettes ont une capacité d’environ 2000 utilisations avant 
vidange du système. La vidange des urines est prévue par un raccord rapide et 
les matières solides sont évacuées en sacs-poubelle.

Les modules de toilettes se transportent facilement du fait de leur dimension 
inférieure à 2,4 m en base. Elles se chargent et se déchargent avec un engin 
de levage grâce à des crochets sur le toit, ou avec un transpalette par des 
réserves prévues à cet usage. 

Toilettes mobiles/toilettes à louer

“Les toilettes Ecodomeo
sont des toilettes sans eau innovantes
et adaptées à toutes les situations”

Mobil toilets or toilets to rent

Ecodomeo proposes mobil toilets to be used in isolated or protected 
environments. They are the ideal solution for the sanitary needs during out door 
evenements, festivals, concerts, etc.

The Ecodomeo toilets are used like regular toilets and do not require any 
particular explantions for their use. The air evacuation system avoids
all odors in the bathroom.

The two toilet model has a capacity of approximately 2000 usages before the 
system requires evacuation. The urine is conducted through a simple tube with 
the solids being removed in trash bags.

The two toilet models are easily transportable due to their small, 2 x 4 meter 
base. They can be loaded and unloaded with a lifting engine due to a system 
of hooks on the roof top or with a manual lift for those models concerned.

“Ecodoméo toilets 
are innovative dry toilets



Ecodomeo toilets : a solution for your sanitary 
needs leaving a positive ecological imprint

They are used like regular toilettes, require very little maintenance and are 
perfectly hygenic.

No need to add sawdust or other chemical products for a smooth functioning.

The composting of fecal material, toilet paper and the seperate evacuation of 
urine allows frequent usage without generating any important residues to treat.

The technical maintenance is reduced to one or two times 15 minutes a year 
depending on the intensity of its usage and this maintenance is completely 
invisible for the client.

As with traditional ‘flush toilets’, the Ecodomeo toilets are cleaned with a brush, 
water and your choice of cleaning products.

Ecodomeo porposes a toilet ready to be assembled and installed by the client or 
one may option for the assemblage and installation by a technicien.

Ecodomeo also provides technical advice during the installation of your toilet 
whether it be for professional or private use.

Ecodomeo can also design and create a complete structure, adapted to the 
client’s needs and desires : Interior ou exteriior, ground floor ou up stairs, with or 
without an existing sanitary evacuation sytem.



ZirconeNéodyme

Cover in curved wood
to simplify its use

Wood seat 
for a comfortable contact

Magnetic paper roll included

Néodyme is the basic 
model, sturdy, but 

given the quality of 
the materials used, the 
contact is comfortable 
without the need for a 

seat cover, however one 
is available if desired.



Confort 
The Ecodomeo toilets offer an utilisation much more agreeable than the 
classic ‘flush toilet’ due to its integrated aspiration system which evacuates 
all odors even during usage.

Functioning
The Ecodomeo toilets seperate the urine from the fecal 
material. The liquids join the ‘used water’ system or 
can be treated by a ground infiltration system.
The solid materials and paper are transformed into 
compost by earthworms in the abiding compost site.
The compost created needs to be evacuated every 
3 to 10 years depending on the frequency of usage.



Since 2009, Ecodomeo has equiped their clients in 
over 25 departments in Franc and counts 15% of their 
sales in exportation.
The feed back has been excellent for the globality of 
their clients.
These toilets were developed applying the same 
technology used for ‘dry public toilets’ for over 20 
years. This adaptation from the public to private sector 
was motivated by the principle of an ‘eco-concept’.
All of Ecodomeo products are concieved, fabricated 
and produced in France.
For any and all questions, (prices, quotes, etc…) please 
contact us.

40, avenue H. Rochier 26110 Nyons 

+33 (0)4 75 26 85 50
+33 (0)6 86 15 13 66

www.ecodomeo.com
info@ecodomeo.com


